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Remote-controlled stanchion-mount LED boat
light produces over 2,500 lumens

Larson Electronics’
Magnalight.com has announced the release of a stanchion mounted LED Golight
that includes standard red and green navigation lights. The GL-9110 LED Golight
produces a powerful spotlight beam and is ideal for smaller boats where power
conservation is an issue. This remote controlled LED Golight has all the high quality
features you’d expect from Golight and produces over 2,500 lumens and a light
beam 900 feet in length. This unit includes a Perko pole mount, red and green
running lights, and wireless remote control for convenient operation from up to 150
feet away.
The GL-9110 Golight LED boat light from Larson Electronics’ Magnalight.com
provides boaters with an efficient and powerful LED spotlight that is suitable for use
on almost any boat and ideal for smaller boats where power supplies are limited.
This remote controlled Golight is fitted with a powerful LED emitter lamp that
produces over 2,500 lumens and a spotlight beam reaching 900 feet in length.
Magnalight also offers this LED boat light in floodlight configurations for the
operator who desires a floodlight for illuminating a lot of area closer to the boat.
This LED boat light pulls 36 watts at 3 amps, making it a battery friendly spotlight
that won’t drain power at a rapid rate like ordinary spotlights. The LEDs used in the
boat spotlight also provide extreme long life with a 50,000 hour lamp life rating,
which means it will be several years before a replacement is necessary. The
housing is designed to meet marine saltwater requirements, and is constructed of
UV and weather resistant materials for high durability and long life. The light
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mounts to boats using an included Perko stanchion mount that is available in 6 inch,
12 inch, and 24 inch long configurations to provide the proper fit for different size
boats and various mounting locations.
The stanchion mount is fitted with a twist locking collar at the base that allows easy
installation and removal, and an included nylon Perko socket allows installation on
any watercraft. The stanchion mount is also fitted with standard red and green
running lights which operate independently of the spotlight and are on anytime
power is supplied to the fixture. This is a great feature for smaller boats that don’t
already have integral navigation lights installed. The Golight LED boat spotlight is
remote controlled and comes with a waterproof wireless handheld remote control
that can operate the light from up to 150 feet away. The light can be moved
vertically as well as side to side, and the speed of this movement can be controlled
and varied as well. This light works with the standard DC power available on boats
and comes equipped with a light gauge 16 foot cord fitted with a cigarette plug for
easy connections. Magnalight.com also offers a wide variety of ring terminal,
battery clamp, and connector equipped cords for different installation methods.
“This new Perko pole mount LED boat spotlight with remote control operation
projects a very bright white focused light,” said Rob Bresnahan with Larson
Electronics’ Magnalight.com. “As with all LEDs this new spotlight pulls fewer amps
than conventional halogen lights which is ideal for boats with limited power
resources. Unlike halogen lights, the LED boat lights don’t need to be replaced.”
Magnalight.com by Larson Electronics manufactures and sells a wide variety of LED
boat lights, HID boat lights, LED spotlights, and LED light bars. Visit Magnalight.com
to view the entire line of Magnalight spotlights or call them at 1-800-369-6671 or
1-903-498-3363 for international inquiries to learn more or discuss special ordering
requirements.
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